ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In order to save energy and preserve environment, modern vehicle bodies are becoming more and more light. However this makes low frequency noise (0-200Hz) induced by rolling and engine vibration, etc, even more serious. Acoustic absorbing coefficient of the inside ornament of vehicle bodies is much less in low frequency band. So acoustic environment optimization at the low frequency band has attracted more and more attention of the researchers and engineers [1.51. Transfer function method is used frequently in this field. There are mainly two types of transfer functions. One is the mechanical-acoustic transfer function 1 61, the other is the acoustic transfer function (ATF) which PJ.G. van der Linden used 17] and the acoustic influence coefficient which Jennequin presented 1 81. The former reflects the relation between keypoint pressure in the cavity and external force (for example, force from the tyres or suspension system). It is mainly used in structure dynamic modification for sound field optimization in real vehicles experiment, and it was measured through experiment. The latter reflects the relation between keypoint pressure and vibration of the boundary panels. PJ.G. van der Linden's ATF was got from experiment of a real car cabin and used to diagnose the most 'noising' panel of the cabin. Jennequin's acoustic influence coefficient was got by FEM and used to diagnose the 'possible noising' panels of an automobile body. Obviously, the transfer function of the latter type has the advantages to research the relation between the boundary vibration and pressure in a cavity.
As to the latter type, ATF has some similarity to acoustic influence coefficient, since both of them reflect the relation between the vibration of a cavity panel and the keypoint pressure in the cavity. The two transfer functions are different in detail, however. Acoustic influence coefficient is defined in twodimensional sound field below 100Hz and its value is equivalent to the keypoint pressure induced by a panel of unit length with unit acceleration, while ATF is used in three-dimensional sound field and its value is equivalent to the keypoint pressure induced by a panel with unit volume velocity. Severely speaking, the sound field in vehicle bodies is three-dimensional. The assumption of twodimensional sound field isn't very suitable for sound field of automobile over 100Hz and sound field of car cabins. Thus ATF has the advantages in a wide low frequency band for a complex cavity. For a given cavity if the numerical solution of ATF of the flexible panels has been obtained, it is possible to evaluate the keypoint pressure rapidly. Furthermore, based on rapid sound evaluation, ATF can be used in the procedure of structure dynamic modification for sound field optimization. Of course, ATF can be used to diagnose the 'possible noising' panels also.
In this paper, attention was paid to developing the method to obtain ATF's numerical solution by HEM, discussing the influence of frequency on ATF and analyzing the accuracy of rapid sound evaluation. The content using ATF in the procedure of structure dynamic modification for sound field optimization will be discussed in the next paper.
The reason that HEM is used to calculate ATF's numerical solution is that it has the potential to give solutions to similar problems for decreased computational effort, since problem formulation and solution is, at least initially, restricted to the boundary of the domain and this results in a reduced size of the problem. The remainder of the paper is organized as following: In section I the concept of ATF is introduced simply; in section 2 the method to obtain ATF's numerical solution by HEM is discussed in detail; rapid sound evaluation is analyzed in section 3; at last conclusion is drawn in section 4. ATF reflects the relation of amplitude and phase between the volume velocity of the vibration patch and the keypoint pressure. It is a constant ratio when the frequency doesn't change for a cavity. Its value is determined by the space location of the vibration patch and the keypoint, the shape of the cavity and the acoustic admittance of ornament material, etc. Using ATF, the keypoint pressure can be evaluated rapidly, (2) SECTION 2. METHOD TO GET THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF ATF For a low amplitude, harmonic disturbance of frequency eo, the sound potential in the cavity shown in figure I satisfies the Helmholtz equation (3) here 1/1=PIUPo w), Po is air density, j =vCI, k=oYC is wave number, and c is the In order to calculate the ATF of S, (S;EAfor SjEA j ) , the volume velocity of the S, must be determined first. Considering that ATF is not related to particular value of the volume velocity, let Qj(w)=VS j, Here V is a constant at the surface of Sj' Assume that the other flexible walls of the cavity except S, are rigid, then the keypoint pressure can be resolved by HEM.
Eq.3 can be inverted into a boundary integration formula using the Green function e-j kR/4rrR in three-dimension problem. The formula is depicted as here C(a), which relates to the position a, can be determined as The discretization schemes of the front panel As shown in figure 3 , the flexible panel is discreted into one big vibration patch, 4 vibration patches and 40 vibration patches, respectively. On each case, the numerical solution of the ATF of each vibration patch is calculated respectively. The upper case A, B, C of H denote the various discretization schemes. f § 3.5 ..... From Figure 4 it can be seen that the lower the frequency is, the more these ATF approximate to each other. The reason is that when the frequency is very low, the pressure in the cavity induced by each vibration patch with unit volume velocity, is approximately the same everywhere including the keypoint, no matter where the vibration patches are located. If frequency is close to zero, air in the cavity has the inflation and compression movement with the same phase, and the ATF of 4 vibration patches are almost the same. When frequency is higher than 80Hz or so, the difference of the amplitudes of the ATF becomes evident, because influence of the patches positions on the ATF is enhanced. Another phenomenon is that amplitudes of the ATF are close to each other when they reach peaks at the frequency near the natural frequency of the cavity (such as 72Hz, 107Hz, 129Hz, 143Hz, 172Hz, 179Hz, etc) . The reason is also that the amplitudes of the key point pressure induced by vibration patches that are located at different positions on the panel are of same scale near the natural frequency.
SECTION 4. RAPID SOUND EVALUATION OF THE KEYPOINT PRESSURE
Obviously. the smaller the patches discreted on the panel are, the higher the accuracy of the ATE since the ATF of each patch is the average of the ATF of all the patches of even smaller size discreted on this patch. However, if the patches discreted on the panel are too small, the computational effort will increase much more. For rapid sound evaluation, the criterion is that the computational effort is the least when discretization scheme satisfies the accuracy required in keypoint pressure evaluation.
In order to determine how the accuracy of rapid sound evaluation with various discretization schemes is at low frequency band (0-200Hz), assuming that vibration of the front panel is excited by a point-force F applied at the point Since the pressure is expressed with series, truncation of the series must be considered carefully. All the cavity modes and the panel modes with eigenfrequency below 400Hz are used in series expanding here.
Using Eq.2 the keypoint pressure can be rapidly evaluated as following: It can be seen that the three discretization schemes have the different accuracy of rapid sound evaluation. When the frequency is over 80Hz, the evaluation accuracy of scheme A deteriorates, while the other two are approximately the same and acceptable. Above 90Hz, difference between the evaluation accuracy of the scheme B and of scheme C is apparent. So, for the panel of the cavity shown in figure 2 it can be said that the scheme A is enough for rapid sound evaluation below 80Hz. This can be used to explain why the two-dimensional sound field is assumed below 100Hz in a real automobile cavity. If the frequency is over 80Hz, scheme B is enough. Scheme C has the best evaluation accuracy, but the computational effort is much more than scheme A and B.
In one word, discretization scheme should be determined mainly based on the frequency band that the acoustic problem is at and the size of the panel. This means the size of the patches should be much less than the acoustic wavelength of the frequency. Of course it is difficult to give a certain ratio of the size of the patches to the acoustic wavelength, since geometry, ornament material of a cavity and the evaluation accuracy required, etc should be considered also. SECTION 4. CONCLUSION ATF reflects the relation between the volume velocity of the vibration patch and the keypoint pressure induced only by itself in a cavity. Numerical solution of ATF can be obtained by BEM. At low frequency band of 0-200Hz, ATF of cavity has the characteristic as following: the amplitudes of the ATF of different patches are close to each other when the frequency is lower or near the natural frequency of the cavity, while difference of ATF enlarges when the frequency is higher and apart from the natural frequency of the cavity. The accuracy of rapid sound evaluation varies with discretization schemes. The smaller the patches discreted on the panel are. the higher the accuracy of rapid sound evaluation is. The difference of the accuracy becomes large when the frequency is high. Considering both rapid sound evaluation accuracy and computational effort, the discretization schemes of a panel with bigger patches are suitable at very low frequency band of a-200Hz.
